Resveratrol – ingredient in red wine shown to have potential to improve health

145 instances in 7 yrs. in which data “fabricated, falsified and manipulated” – U Conn.

U Conn. subsequently turned down $890k in federal grants; notified 11 journals

Three year review of six years’ work
Anonymous tip to ORI

Source: Stephanie Reitz; AP; 01/12/12
Legal Framework for Scientific Misconduct

• Scientific Misconduct: (PHS) 42 CFR 93, (NSF) 45 CFR 689

• Fabrication (making up data or results and recording or reporting them),
• falsification (manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting data or results such that the research is not accurately represented in the research record),
• plagiarism (appropriation of another person’s ideas, processes, results, or words without giving appropriate credit),
• or other practices that seriously deviate from those that are commonly accepted within the scientific community for proposing, conducting, or reporting research. It does not include honest error or honest differences in interpretations or judgments of data.
• Note, misconduct must be committed intentionally, knowingly or recklessly and
• allegation proven by a preponderance of the evidence.
Legal Framework ... History

- Public Health Service Policies on Research Misconduct
  - Went into effect May 17, 2005
  - Requires that institutions receiving funds from the Office of Public Health and Science (PHS) have in place adequate policies to 1) inquire and then, if necessary 2) investigate misconduct allegations ("Assurance")
  - Timely reports results must be made to the HHS Office of Research Integrity (ORI)
- Note: administrative action may be taken against the researcher, or the institution, or both – and, agencies will collaborate
- National Science Foundation
  - Went into effect March 18, 2002
  - NSF Office of Inspector General handles misconduct
  - Note differences in timelines

It can (and probably will) happen to YOU

The phone rings ...
The voice on the other end of the line asks if he can be assured of confidentiality.
You (the compliance official) say, “Yes, of course.”
The voice says that the pressure to enroll subjects into a clinical trial that he supports is enormous. If patients don’t meet inclusion criteria detailed in the protocol, the staff is “encouraged” to “check those values again,” and reminded that jobs are dependent upon grant support.
The caller says that he doesn’t want you to do anything, he just had to tell someone – he does not identify the study or the investigator.
Weeks later you receive an anonymous call from a person describing herself as a monitor for a sponsor. She advises you that she believes subject records she has reviewed have been altered to satisfy study inclusion criteria.

She says she will let you know if she is able to confirm her suspicions.
A week later a man walks into your office and complains to you that he has been fired from his job as a study nurse and coordinator. He says that the reason given was that he was “insubordinate” for challenging his boss, the principal investigator, when he was asked to run tests until the subject’s values “qualified” for the trial.
He says that everyone who works with this PI feels “bullied,” but will likely not complain because they do not want to jeopardize their futures both at this institution and as researchers.

Is there an institutional “ombud?”
Ombuds role, reporting responsibilities
Are YOU the Institutional Research Integrity Officer (IRI)?
What will you do?
Stages of Review:
Allegation/Notice, Inquiry, Investigation, Reporting, Appeals

- **Allegation:** fielding or receiving of complaint, initial review with complainant, developing plan re going forward
- **Inquiry:** information gathering and initial fact finding to determine whether an allegation or apparent instance of misconduct warrants an investigation; must commence “immediately” following allegation of scientific misconduct and be completed within 60 days of its initiation unless circumstances clearly warrant a longer time period.
- **Investigations:** should be undertaken within 30 days of the completion of the inquiry, if findings from the inquiry provide a sufficient basis for conducting an investigation

Your Action Plan:

- Review your institutional policy!
- Develop templates to standardize approach (assures fairness, similar situations addressed in same way)
- Get all the facts you can, in writing if possible, including names of others who may be involved with conduct; consider the culture of the environment from which the allegation arose as well as the culture and training of the complainant
- Review the applicable protocol
- Determine what course the complainant wishes to follow: will he come forward or remain anonymous. Can you assure confidentiality?
- Acquaint the complainant with institutional policies on research integrity—including nonretaliation

What Comes Next?

- You have obtained a complete preliminary statement from the complainant. Who else knows?
- Review the protocol, other study records
- Review
  - Institutional policy on research integrity to be certain you know how to proceed
  - Confidentially notify (by telephone)
    - Legal counsel
    - Departmental chair or dean
    - Other institutional officials
- Determine . . .
  - Would the charges, if true, constitute research misconduct under your policy?
  - Are other policies applicable?
- Identify all the issues presented by the facts as you understand them: Human Resource, HIPAA, Billing, Gifts, etc.
Possible Missteps

- Some official (chair, dean, etc.) will want to call the senior professor in for a talk . . . “There must be a reasonable explanation”
- Someone may inform the PI about the charges without your knowledge or consent
- Organizations can’t keep secrets. You must act quickly

Remember:

- In your role, you cannot give legal advice
- You must advise that communications between with you are not privileged
- You should generally have the university attorney communicate with the parties’ attorneys

Your Position: Assume Nothing

- You do not know all the facts
- There are two sides (or more) to every story
- The PI has not been confronted with the charges
- No one (to your knowledge) has interviewed the complainant or others associated with the study
- No other expert (scientific or forensic) has reviewed the study records

Would the Charges, if True, Constitute Misconduct Under Your Policy?

- How will you notify the respondent?
- How will you safeguard evidence?
- How will you be certain the rights of both the complainant and the respondent (the PI) are protected?
- How will you maintain confidentiality? Remember, several careers may be at stake
- Consider relationships with sponsors (commercial, nonprofit, governmental) other collaborating institutions
Notifying the PI (now, Respondent)

• Meet with the PI at her/his office or lab. Do not explain the purpose of the meeting ahead of time.
• Arrive with a team that might include some or all of: research integrity officer, legal counsel, campus police, IT professionals, moving crew, substantive expert in the field of study
• Give the respondent a copy of your policy. Discuss his/her rights to continue work, retaining a private attorney, etc.

Protecting Evidence

• You must take possession of all the evidence immediately
• Evidence includes study records, computer hard drives, lab books, working papers, correspondence, rough drafts
• The respondent is innocent until proven guilty. You must make it possible for him/her to continue working while your review is underway

Your Role is Sensitive

• You represent the institution - you are not a prosecutor
• Your role is
  • to be certain that the institution’s policy is followed precisely
  • to safeguard the rights of everyone involved
  • to facilitate a fair and complete inquiry and investigation before a competent committee of peers
• The institutional role is to make a determination of scientific misconduct based on the inquiry and investigation
• The legal standard is “preponderance of the evidence”
Stages of Review: Managing the Inquiry

- Who appoints inquiry team members?
- Will your office provide them with staff support?
- Can you arrange for IT professionals to “ghost” electronic documents?
- Can you obtain resources (scientific expertise, software, etc.) that can help you sort out authorship, data origination?—Whom can you recruit/enlist to help?
- Will you keep the complainant (now, possibly, “whistleblower” or “relator”) informed? Remember that though the complainant is not a party to the inquiry he will likely have keen interest in its progress.

Managing the Inquiry Process

- Do you use court reporters to record inquiry proceedings?
- How do you (or your institutional attorney) “prep” the chair of the inquiry team on due process?
- Do you allow attorneys to speak at the inquiry?
- Who schedules witnesses?
- Will you provide staff support to help prepare the inquiry final report?

The Inquiry Report

- The Inquiry is analogous to a grand jury. The purpose is not determine guilt or innocence, but to determine whether there is sufficient credible evidence to warrant a full investigation
- A recommendation against proceeding to an investigation is not necessarily the same as a finding of “innocence”
- Must state what evidence was reviewed
- Summarizes relevant interviews
- Includes the conclusions of the Inquiry
- The individuals against whom the allegation was made shall be given a copy of the report inquiry—their comments may be part of the record
- The individuals may be given longer than 60 days to complete their response
- The Inquiry is NOT intended to reach a final conclusion
- Legal standard: Preponderance of the evidence to go forward
If the Inquiry Recommends No Investigation

- Who makes the final decision?
- How do you notify the respondent?
- How do you notify the complainant?
- How do you handle records?
- How do you protect confidentiality?
- How do you protect the complainant from retribution?

If the Inquiry Recommends an Investigation

- Who makes the final decision?
- What are your next steps?
- Who appoints the investigation team?
- Do you have reporting requirements?
- How do you notify the respondent?
- How do you notify the complainant?

Initiating an Investigation

- Investigations should be undertaken within 30 days of the completion of the inquiry, if findings from the inquiry provide a sufficient basis for conducting an investigation
- Must be reported to ORI on the date the investigation is started
- Notification should include: name of person against whom the allegation is made, the nature of the allegation, PHS application or grant number
- The investigation will include:
  - Examination of all documentation
  - Interviews should be conducted with all individuals involved including those who made the allegation, those against whom the allegation is made
  - Complete summaries of these interviews should be prepared, provided to the interviewed party for comment or revision, as part of the investigative file
  - Those involved in the investigation must be free of conflicts of interest
Your Role Changes

• Investigations are more formal
• Your university counsel will probably take the lead in orchestrating the procedures – your role may become analogous to “project manager”
• You will be providing staff support, including identifying, locating and scheduling witnesses, in collaboration with counsel and investigation “chair”
• Also note potential need to identify, recruit scientific and/or forensic “expert” witnesses, auditors

Consequences

• Careers and reputations are at stake
• Those found guilty of research misconduct are normally terminated from the institution
• Guilty parties may be debarred from receiving federal funding and there may be “false claims” implications, including reimbursements and fines
• Additional civil or criminal action may await (consider breach of contract if commercial sponsor involved)
• Sponsor and journal notifications: retractions; additional notifications to licensing and certifying bodies, law enforcement agencies including the DOJ and OIG, and other researchers
• Institutions who fail to follow this process or fail to have the required policies and procedures may be subject to enforcement action including loss of funding and an ORI investigation of the institution
Working with ORI

- The Office of Research Integrity can be a valuable ally and consultant.
- ORI can provide some forensic services and recommend experts for highly technical forensic work.
- However, ORI represents the interests of the federal government—those interests may differ greatly from the interests of the institution.

The Investigation is Complete

- The Institution makes a determination of scientific misconduct based on the inquiry and investigation.
- If federal funding is involved, the Research Integrity Officer must notify ORI of the outcome of the investigation and forward a copy of the report.
- ORI may accept the decision, ask additional questions, or conduct its own investigation.
- The Institution must also notify OHRP if there is a threat to human subjects/participants.
- Normal institutional appeal procedures will come into play if the dean/provost institutes personnel action against a party determined to be guilty.
- You must still maintain confidentiality if the respondent was not found guilty. This is a critical responsibility. No matter who else "knows," you may not comment.
- Subject notification.

After the Investigation

- All PHS funds must be protected.
- If the allegations have been substantiated, sanctions must be imposed on the offending parties.
- Timeliness: An investigation should be concluded within 120 days of its initiation—but extensions may be granted by ORI.
- If Possible Criminal Violations, ORI must be notified within 24 hours of obtaining and "reasonable indication" of possible criminal violations so that ORI may notify the DHHS OIG.
Examples of Scientific Misconduct—Integrity Risk Areas

- Collaboration – lack of “research agreement”
- Intellectual Property
- Data Acquisition, Management and Access
- Mentor-trainee issues
- Publication and Authorship (watch for inequities between contributors of different stature)
- Suppression of Data
- Peer Review
- Falsification, fabrication, exaggeration and plagiarism
- Conflict of Interest
- Pressure to publish, succeed, receive funding for research

What Happens After ORI Makes Its Decision?

- The matter goes to PHS (the Asst. Sec. Of Health) who may accept or reject ORI’s decision
- If the decision is accepted, ORI sends the respondent a copy of the decision along with how an appeal may be made (HHS Dept. of Appeals Board)
- If no appeal is made, the decision is final and published in various places including the FR
  Appeals
  - If the DAB rules against a respondent, s/he may appeal the decision to Federal District Court
  - The standard the District Court uses is the “substantial evidence” standard

Compliance with ORI’s Standards

- Institutions conducting research must develop and implement the required policies and procedures related to scientific misconduct
- Training with all researchers must be done to ensure a thorough understanding of the requirements
- The Institutional Assurance must be filed and compliance maintained therewith at all times
- If an allegation of Scientific Misconduct is made, follow the required process
- Annual web-based reporting obligation
Document Retention Requirements

• All work papers related to an Inquiry or Investigation must be maintained in a secure location for at least 3 years after the Inquiry is closed – Note, your institution or other governing authority (state government, sponsor) may have a policy requiring more lengthy retention
• If Inquiry does not advance to Investigation, determine how to destroy all but minimum necessary records

U.S. v. Kornak

• Plea and Cooperation Agreement Signed January, 2005
• Defendant was a research assistant at Stratton VA Medical Center
• Defendant helped manage studies in which payments were made by sponsors based on enrollment
• Defendant sent a Case Report Form to the sponsor (Aventis) which indicated that a participant met the study criteria and the participant was enrolled in the study
• Participant died
• The Defendant was prosecuted under criminal and civil proceedings and the Defendant ... jail time

U.S. v. Poehlman

• Defendant was a researcher employed by University of Vermont
• Government alleged that defendant falsified data in federal grant applications
• Since defendant was principal investigator, was found to have violated False Claims Act
• Settled in March, 2005
Research vs. Scientific Misconduct

- Scientific misconduct (FF & P) allegation(s) may be “trojan horse” delivering notice of broader compliance issues
- Are there ways to anticipate/prevent the evolution of problems?
  - Monitoring/Auditing
  - Where can personnel “take” concerns?
  - Consider level of formality and attendant reporting responsibilities
  - Role of Ombuds
  - Counseling re relationships/management (coaching?)

• Anil Potti
  • Potential Consequences:
    - Repayment (False Claims Act)
    - Retraction
    - Tamished reputation of institution and research associates
    - Impaired ability to attract subjects
    - Potential liability to subjects for therapeutic choices
    - Responsibility for graduate students, post docs
Advance Planning Will Yield Benefits

- Become familiar with the ORI website and available resources: http://ori.dhhs.gov/
- Subscribe to e-newsletters
- Consider “Boot Camp”
- Explore apprenticing yourself to a seasoned RIO and observe the process

Questions/Comments

- Juliann Tenney, J.D., CHRC (919) 843-8988

Thank you!